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EXPERTISE

QUALITY
Our ISO 9001:2015 certified quality system
ensures our ability to meet the customer
requirements for our products and services
today and in the future.

Designing

Electro Mechanical Assemblies

Electromechanical assembly is Milectria’s
core competence and ranges from simple
distribution boxes and control panels to
military vehicle dashboards, including
electrical and functional testing.

Cables and Wire Harnesses

Milectria is a trusted source for military
wiring harnesses and cable assemblies.
We have been manufacturing specialized
products for military use according to
stringent specifications for decades.

We are able to design military cables
and electromechanical products for
military and industrial applications.
We implement design solutions in
cooperation with customers.

Material Kits

Customers can purchase tailored material kits
for their own assembly work. All materials are
packed according to the customer´s Bill of
Material (BOM) including all the needed
electrical components, cables/wires and
marking sleeves.

We follow the IPC/WHMA-A-620D
Requirements and Acceptance for
Cable and Wire Harness Assemblies.
Each product is electrically tested.
We have developed an automated testing
equipment enabling the rapid and precise
testing for serial products. Testing solutions
can be tailored according to customer needs,
including the possibility for component testing
and functional testing.

TRACEABILITY AND
CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT
Each completed product has a unique serial
number. The serial number allows us to trace
the materials used for the work, the tools
used and assemblers. We utilize bar coding
in production to record all data into our
ERP system.
The configuration management process
is systematically implemented in the
ERP system. This ensures that our
production process always contains
up-to-date information on latest
modifications and revisions.

Prototype Manufacturing

We have extensive practical experience of
electrical assemblies proto manufacturing in
close cooperation with the customer’s design
and product development teams. We are
familiar with different manufacturing methods
and alternative components and can suggest
optimal solutions for customers.
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Military Quick Stock

Military Quick Stock is an online- store where
you can buy material with fast delivery times
and without minimum order quantities.
We offer a wide range of special cables as well
as other electrical components for cable and
wire harnesses. quickstock.milectria.com
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